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Company: Hyder Consulting
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Category: other-general

Hyder Consulting is a multi-national advisory and design consultancy. Hyder has been in

operation for over 150 years, working on some of the world's most iconic landmarks and

infrastructure including Burj Khalifa, the Sydney Harbour Bridge, Tower Bridge in London

and the Taiwan High Speed Railway. Employs 4000 employees worldwide.We are totally

committed to providing excellent client service through the quality of our people. We take

great pride in resourcing quality professionals and creating a pleasant and friendly working

environment. We seek staff who thrive on challenges, both technically and commercially, staff

who wish to work as part of a professional team.We are looking for a Senior Instrumentation

Engineer to be based in Abu Dhabi.Main Duties and Responsibilities:* Provide expert advice

to the client on all Instrumentation matters* Liaise with supervision personnel and advise on

matters during construction activities* Draft new or update existing Instrumentation

specification clauses* To lead in the preparation of design reports and budget estimate for

Instrumentation work* To be independently responsible for the preparation of design,

specification and tender documents for all Instrumentation work* Ensure design and documents

are prepared as per the brief from the client* Review Tender and Contract documents

prepared for Instrumentation work prior to Tender invitation and award* Design sophisticated

control systems based on Siemens, Allen Bradley, Modicon, Cutler Hammer, Toshiba,

Mitsubishi, GE and ABB Power products, dedicated controllers and PLCs.* Analysing

complex technical problems producing practical and cost effective solutions.* Design and

implementation of Advance Process Control Strategies, including feasibility and financial

justification studies.* Configuration and programming of numerous brands of Remote
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Telemetry Units (RTU) and Progr Minimum Qualifications:* Minimum 10-15 years dealing

with Instrumentation aspects of infrastructure work including water treatment plants,

Chlorination and other disinfection systems, pumping stations and sewage treatment works.*

Experience in oil and gas industry will be an added advantage* Experience of specification

writing, design, site installation and commissioning.* Experience in projects involving

government departments; public and private organizations.* Culturally sensitive with

experience in operating in a multicultural environment.* Sound written and verbal

communication skills together with interpersonal skills.* Ability to maintain a pro-active and

organized approach.* Pragmatic but with good attention to detail.* B.Sc. in Instrumentation

Engineering or higher* Chartered Member of recognised Institution preferable* Competent at

Microsoft Word and Excel and other design software About The Company Hyder

Consulting is a multi-national advisory and design consultancy. We have been in operation for

over 150 years, working on some of the world's most iconic landmarks and infrastructure

including the world’s tallest building in Dubai - Burj Khalifa, the Sydney Harbour Bridge,

Tower Bridge in London, the new Berlin airport and the Taiwan High Speed Railway.Our

international pedigree is further highlighted by our long-standing presence in our regions: we

have been in business for over 150 years in Europe, 100 years in East Asia, 70 years in

Australia and 45 years in the Middle East. We have built on this diversity and today 72% of

our revenue comes from outside UK.We employ around 4000 people and apply our global

expertise coupled with local knowledge to create award winning solutions for the property,

transport, utilities and environmental sectors.
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